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The remainders of compactifications of Tychonoff spaces have been studied extensively during 
the last five decades, but, the remainders of H-closed extensions of Hausdorff spaces have not 
been studied in a concerted manner so far. In this paper, we show that two Hausdor!? spaces X 
and Y have the same remainders in their H-closed extensions if there exists a perfect, irreducible 
and &continuous mapping from X onto Y. Further, a Hausdorff space Z is shown to be the 
remainder of some H-closed extension of a given space X if and only if there exists a perfect 
(not necessarily continuous) mapping from rrX\X onto Z We also show that if X is locally 
H-closed and laX\XI 2 K,, then the set of remainders of H-closed extensions of X contains all 
separable H-closed spaces. We give examples to illustrate the differences between the sets of 
remainders of compactifications and remainders of H-closed extensions of a fixed Tychonoff space. 




0 1. Preliminaries 
All spaces under consideration are Hausdorff. A space Y is an extension of a 
space X provided that X is a dense subspace of Y. Two extensions Y and Z of a 
space X are called equivalent if there is a homeomorphism f from Y onto 2 such 
that fix = Lo, the identity map on X We shall identify two equivalent extensions 
of a space X. With this convention, the class E(X) of all Hausdorff extensions of 
X is a set and IIE(X)IG[P(P(P(P(X))))~, where IAl (respectively, P(X)) denotes 
the cardinality (respectively, the power set) of A. If Y is an extension of X, then 
the subspace Y\X of Y is called the remainder (or, outgrowth) of X in Y There 
are basically three important problems about remainders. 
Problem A: given Hausdorff (respectively, Tychonoff) spaces X and Y, when do 
X and Y have the same remainders in their H-closed extensions (respectively, 
compactifications)? 
* This is a part of the dissertation written at the University of Kansas under the supervision of Professor 
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Problem B: given Hausdorff (respectively, Tychonoff) spaces X and Y, when is 
Y a remainder of X in some H-closed extension (respectively, compactification) 
of X? 
Problem C: given classes d and 93 of Hausdorff (respectively, Tychonoff) spaces, 
when is every member of L% a remainder in some H-closed extension (respectively, 
compactification) of every member of &? 
The remainders of compactifications of Tychonoff spaces have been studied 
extensively during the last five decades. However, the remainders of H-closed 
extensions of Hausdorff spaces have not been studied in generality. In what follows, 
we shall study the Problems A, B, and C for the remainders of H-closed extensions 
of Hausdorff spaces. Our main theorems in this direction are Theorems 2.3, 2.5, 2.6, 
3.3 and 3.1. 
In this section we provide some well known definitions and results which will be 
used in the sequel. For a space X, r(X) denotes the topology on X and RO(X) 
denotes the complete Boolean algebra of all regular open subsets of X. If X is a 
Hausdorff space, then RO( X) forms an open base for a coarser Hausdorff topology 
r’, on X. The space (X, T,), denotes by X,, is called the semiregularization of X (see 
[17]) and X = X, if and only if X is semiregular. Also RO(X) = RO(X,). An open 
jilter (respectively, filterbase) on a space X will always mean a filter (respectively, 
filterbase) in the lattice T(X) of all open subsets of X. An open ultrajilter on X is 
an open filter on X which is a maximal (with respect to set inclusion) element in 
the family of all open filters on X. If 9 is a filterbase on X, then ad,($) = 
n {cl, F: FE 9) denotes the adherence of 9 in X. A filterbase 5 is called free if 
ad, (9) = 0; otherwise, 9 is called jixed. If d is any nonempty family of open 
subsets of X having the finite intersection property then (&) will denote the open 
filter on X generated by &. For a space X, E(X) denotes the family of all free open 
ultrafilters on X. 
Recall that a space X is called H-closed provided that X is closed in every 
Hausdorff space in which X is embedded. A space X is called locally H-closed if 
for each x E X there exists an open neighbourhood U of x such that cl, U is 
H-closed. A subset A of a space X is called relatively H-closed if cl, A is H-closed. 
A space X is called minimal Hausdorfl if r(X) does not contain any coarser 
Hausdorff topology of X. The Kate’tov extension [13] of a space X is the H-closed 
extension KX of X whose underlying set is the set X u E(X), with the topology 
T( KX) generated by the open base r(X) u { U u { Ou}: U E % E IF(X), U E T(X)}. The 
Fomin extension [9] of a space X is the H-closed extension UX of X whose 
underlying set is the set X u IF(X), with the topology r( vX) generated by the open 
base {o( U): U E T(X)} where o(U) = U u {a E IF(X): U E %} (see [17] and [18] for 
more details). 
In what follows for a Hausdorff (respectively, Tychonoff) space X, W(X) (respec- 
tively, W(X)) will denote the set of all H-closed extensions (respectively, Hausdorl? 
compactifications) of X. For a Tychonoff space Z, PZ denotes the Stone-tech 
compactification of Z. Moreover, if X is Hausdorff and Z is Tychonoff, then 
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R,(X) = {hX\X: hX E W(X)}, and W,(Z) = {cZ\Z: cZ E W(Z)}. N, CP, and Iw will 
denote the spaces of natural numbers, the rationals and the reals, respectively. 
1.1. Definitions. (a). Two Hausdorff spaces X and Y are called R,-equivalent if 
k(X) = @I( Y). 
(b) Two Tychonoflspaces X and Y are called &equivalent if R,(X) = R,( Y). 
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In this section we discuss the conditions for two Hausdorff spaces X and Y to 
have the same remainders in their H-closed extensions, thereby answering Problem 
A. Recall that a mapping f: X + Y from a space X into a space Y is called 
&continuous at a point x E X [9] if for each open neighborhood G of f(x) in Y 
there is an open neighborhood U of x in X such that f(clx U) s cl,(G). If f is 
&continuous at each x E X, then f is called O-continuous. A map f: X + Y is called 
compact if for each y E Y, the set r(y) = {x E X: f(x) = y} is compact in X; f is 
called perfect if f is both a closed and a compact mapping. A map f: X + Y is 
called irreducible if f is onto and for each proper closed subset A of X, f(A) f Y. 
If f: X + Y is a mapping and A E X, then the small image of A under f is defined 
to be the set f#(A) = {y E Y:r(y) E A} [16]. A surjection f: X + Y is closed and 
irreducible if and only if for each nonempty open subset U of X, f”(U) is a 
nonempty open subset of Y. The facts listed in 2.1 below will be used subsequently; 
we refer the reader to [6] and [16] for details. 
2.1. Facts. Let f: X + Y be a closed, irreducible and &continuous surjection. 
(a) If U E T(X), then int, cl, U = intx[f(clv(f’( U)))] and f(clx U) = 
cl,J?f( U). 
(b) For each V, W in RO( Y), intx cl,r( Vn W) = intw cl,r( V) n 
intx cl,r( W). 
(c) For each WE T(Y), intxfc(cl. W) = int, cl,r( W). 
(d) If f is also perfect, then for each U in RO(X), f’(U) E RO( Y). Moreover, in 
thiscase, ifSisanopenjlteronX, thenf#(9)={f#(F): FEP} isanopenfilterbase 
on Yand ad.(ff(9))=ad,fZ(9)=f(ad,(F)). 
We will need the following result of Dow and Porter. 
2.2. Proposition [7]. Let hY be an H-closed extension of a space Y and suppose that 
Z is a space such that there is a continuous bijection f: Z + hY\ Y. Then, there exists 
an H-closed extension T of Y such that T\ Y is homeomorphic to Z. 
2.3. Theorem. Let X and Y be Hausdorfl spaces and f a perfect, irreducible and 
&continuous mapping from X onto Y. Then, for each hX E W(X) there exists a space 
h Y E W( Y) such that hX\X is homeomorphic to h Y\ Y. 
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Proof. For each p E hX\X, let F(p) = (J-#(O$&)) be the open filter on Y generated 
by the filterbase f’( 6’phx), where 0 $&={GnX: GopeninhX,pEG}.LeteY= Yu 
{F(p): p E hX\X}. For each u E r(Y), define oey(V)= Vu{F(p): V~F(p)}.Then, 
the family {oey( V): VE T(Y)} forms an open base for a Hausdorff topology on eY, 
and eY is a strict extension of the space Y (in the sense of Banaschewski [l]). 
Moreover, ad,(F(p)) =f(adx(BgX)) for each p. Define a map g: hX+ eY by 
P E hX\% 
PEX. 
Then g is a surjection. We show that g is O-continuous, proving thereby that eY is 
a H-closed extension of Y. To this end, we first show that if U is open in X, then 
(i) g(ohx( U)\X) c o,Y(ff( U))\f’( U), and 
(ii) g(cl,,( U)\X) c_ cleY(f#( U)). 
Now, (i) follows from the fact that if p E ohx( U)\X, thenf#( U) ~f-#(6&), whence, 
g(p) ~++(f#( U))\f(X). To prove (ii), let P E clhX(w( W)\X and let w(W, B 
open in Y, be a basic open neighborhood of g(p) = F(p) in eY. Then BE F(p) 
and, so, there is an open subset A of X with A E O{, andf#(A) c B. Also, for every 
open neighborhood W of p in hX, W n u,,~(U)#@ Hence, (WnX)n U#0. In 
particular, An U f 0. Thus, uey(B) nfi( U) Z 0, whence, g(p) E cley(f#( U)) 
and (ii) follows. To prove that g is O-continuous, let XE X and let ueY( V), VE T( Y) 
be a basic open neighborhood of g(x) =f( ) x in eY. Since f is O-continuous, there 
exists an open neighborhood W of x in X such thatf(c1, W) G cl y V c cleY(ueY( V)). 
Thus, uhx( W) is an open neighborhood of x in hX such that 
g(chlx(%C( W)) = g(clCC( W)) = g(clCC( W)\X) u g(cl, W) 
= g(chlx( W)\X) uf(clx W) z g(cl,,( W)\X) 
L’ cley(u,y( V)) 
c clev(f#( W)) u cl&%&,Y( V)) 
(by (ii)) c_ cley(f( W)) u c~,~(u,~( V)) = cI~~(u,~( V)). Thus, g is &continuous at x. 
If p E hX\X and o,~( V), VE T(Y), is a basic open neighborhood of g(p) in eY, 
then there is an open set WE 0 fx such that f”(W) G V. The same reasoning as 
above shows that g(clhX(ehX( W))) G cLy( o,~( V)), whence g is &continuous at p. 
Hence, g is O-continuous, and eY is H-closed. 
Now, let gl = glhxix. Then, g, is a bijection from hX\X onto eY\ Y. If g(p) = 
F(p) E eY\ Y and oey( V) is a basic open neighborhood of g(p), then VE F(p) and, 
SO, there exists an open subset U of X such that U E O& and f”(U) c V Con- 
sequently, uhx( U)\X is an open neighborhood of p in hX\X such that (by (i)) 
gi(uhx( U)\X) c uey(f#( U))\_/-(X) c u,~( V>\ Y. Thus, g, is a continuous bijection 
from hX\X onto eY\ Y. Therefore, by Proposition 2.2, there exists a H-closed 
extension hY of Y such that hX\X = hY\ Y, and the theorem follows. q 
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2.4. Lemma. Let h Y be an H-closed extension of a space Y. For each p E h Y\ Y, let 
B~={VET(Y): Vzintycly(W) forsome WEC!T$~}, whereORY={GnY:Gopen 
in hY, PEG}. Let h*Y be hY as a set, and, for each LJET(Y), let o*(U)= Uu 
{pi hY\Y; UE Of}. Then: 
(a) the family {O*(U): U E T(Y)} is an open base for a topology T* on h* Y, and 
(h* Y, T*) is an H-closed extension of Y. Moreover, 
(b) the map Llhyiy: hY\ Y + h*Y\Y, where L: hY+ h” Y is the identity map, is a 
continuous bijection. 
Proof. The space h*Y is easily seen to be a Hausdorff extension of Y. We show 
that h* Y is H-closed. Let 9 be an open filter on h* Y. Then, 9* = {F n Y: FE 9) 
is an open filter on Y and, hence, adhY( 9*) Z 0. If p E ad,,( 5*)\ Y, let o*(U) be 
a basic open neighborhood of p in h’ Y. Then, U is open in Y and there is an open 
set WE~‘R~ such that int,cl.(W)c_ U. Since pEadhY(%*), WnGZ0 for each 
G E 9*. So, o*( U) n F # 0 for all FE 9. Therefore, p E ad,,* ,,( 9). If p E adhY( 9.J n 
Y, let o*( W) be any open neighborhood of p in h* Y. Then, W n G Z 0 for each 
G~~~.So,int,cl.(W)nG#0forallG~~~.Hence,o*(W)nFf0forallF~~, 
and p E adhay( Thus, by [23, 17K-L] h* Y is H-closed, and (a) follows. To prove 
(b), let o*(U)\ U, U E T( Y), be a basic open subset of h* Y\ Y, and let p E o*( U)\ U. 
Then, there exists a regular open set VE CT7 RY such that Vs U. So, p EO*( V)\Vs 
o*(U)\U. Now, let qEOhv(V). Then, VEX’:, u,,~(V)\VET(~Y\Y) and pi 
uhy( V)\ VC o*( V)\ Vs o*(U)\ U. This proves (b). Cl 
2.5. Theorem. Let X and Y be Hausdorff spaces and let f be a perfect, irreducible and 
B-continuous mapping from X onto Y. Then, for each H-closed extension hY of Y, 
there is an H-closed extension hX of X such that hX\X is homeomorphic to hY\ Y. 
Proof. Let h*Y be the H-closed extension of Y constructed in Lemma 2.4. For 
each p E h” Y\ Y, the family 5Bp = {intx cl,(r( U)): U E Of, U regular open in Y} 
is an open filter base on X, and if 9’ = (BP) is the open filter on X generated by 
BP, then ad,(6’f)=f(ad,(sp)). Let hX = Xu{p: PE h*Y\Y}, and for each open 
subset U of X, let 
G(U)= Uu{pEhX\X: UcFp}. 
Then, the family {G(U): U E T(X)} . IS an open base for a Hausdorff topology i-^ on 
hX, and hX is an extension of X. We show that hX is H-closed. Let % be an open 
filter on hX, and let Ou, = { U n X: U E a}. Then, since h* Y is H-closed, the open 
filterbase f”( 5!&.) on Y has a nonempty adherence in h* Y. Let p E adh*,(f#( Q,)). 
If p E h* Y\ Y, then for each regular open set WE Sg of Y, W nf#( V) # 0 for each 
VE %!L.+. Therefore, intx cl,(r( W)) nS(f#( V)) Z 0, whence, intx clx(f+( W)) n 
V # 0 for all V E a*. Consequently, if s(G) is any basic open neighborhood of p 
in h*X, then G =2(G) n X E F’ and G 3 int, cl,(f+( W)) for some WE Ofn 
RO( Y). Thus, g(G) n V Z 0 for all VE %*, whence, pEadhx(%). If PE Y, let G 
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be an open subset of X containing r(p). Then, J”(G) is an open neighborhood 
of p in Y. Therefore, f’(G) nfz( V) # 0 for all VE %*, and hence G n V # 0 for 
all V E o%* . This again leads to the conclusion that p E adhx (%). Thus, adhx (%) f 0 
and, by [23, 17K-L], hX is H-closed extension of X. 
Now, let g: h* Y\ Y+ hX\X be the map given by g(p) =p, p E h* Y\ Y Let 
s( U)\ U, U E 7(X), be a basic open neighborhood of p = g(p) in hX. Then, U E Sp 
and, so, there is a regular open subset WE Sf of Y such U 2 intx cl,f( W). For 
each 4 ~o*( W)\ W (where o*(W) is defined in Lemma 2.4), WEOf, 
intx clx(fc( W)) E S4 and UE Tq. Therefore, g(q) = q EG( U)\ U. Thus, g is a 
continuous bijection from h*Y\Y onto hX\X. Consequently, by Lemma 2.4(b), 
g 0 L\,,~,~ is a continuous bijection from hY\ Y onto hX\X, and the theorem follows 
from Proposition 2.2. 0 
Combining the results of Theorems 2.3 and 2.5, we get the following theorem: 
2.6. Theorem. Let X and Y be Hausdorfl spaces, and let f: X + Y be a perfect, 
irreducible and &continuous mapping from X onto Y. Then, X and Y are R,,-equivalent. 
Recall that the Iliadis absolute [12] of a Hausdorff space X is the unique (upto 
homeomorphism) space EX such that EX is extremely disconnected and zero- 
dimensional and there exists a perfect, irreducible, &continuous mapping kx from 
EX onto X. The underlying set of EX is the set of all the convergent open ultrafilters 
Ou on X and the family {O,U: U E r(X)}, where OxU = (% E EX: U E “rc}, is an 
open base for the topology r( EX). Moreover, the map kx: EX + X is given by 
kx( %) = adx( %). Two spaces are called coabsolute if they have homeomorphic 
absolutes. The Hausdorff absolute [2,15] of a space X is the space PX whose 
underlying set is the set of EX and whose topology T( PX) is generated by the open 
base {OxU n k’;(V): CJ, VE r(X)}. For more information about EX and PX we 
refer the reader to [16, 17, 191. We remark that EX = (PX), and the space PX is 
unique (upto homeomorphism) with respect to possessing these properties: PX is 
extremely disconnected (but not necessarily zero-dimensional) and there exists a 
perfect, irreducible and continuous mapping k, : PX + X given by kx (Q) = ad, (a), 
% E PX We now state some immediate corollaries of Theorem 2.6. 
2.7. Corollary. Let X be a Hausdorjfspace and K a H-closed space. Then, R,(X) = 
R,,( EX) = I$,( PX) = O&,(X@ K), where X0 K denotes the topological direct sum of 
X and K. 
2.8. Corollary. Any two locally compact, noncompact, metric spaces X and Y without 
isolated points and having the same density character are (W,,-equivalent. 
Proof. The spaces X and Y are coabsolute [ 10, p. 2551. Therefore, the result follows 
from Corollary 2.7. 0 
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2.9. Corollary. Let X and Y be locally compact paracompact spaces such that there 
is a one to one mapping from K(X) onto K(Y) which preserves ‘v’ and ‘A’, where 
K (2) denotes the collection of regular closed compact subsets of a space 2. Then, X 
and Y are lR,,-equivalent. 
Proof. By [lo, p. 2551, the spaces X and Y are coabsolute. Therefore the result 
follows from Corollary 2.7. q 
We close this section with the remark that the result of Corollary 2.8 is a stronger 
version in the lR,,-setting than the result of Cain-Chandler-Faulkner [3, Theorem 
5.41 in the &-setting. 
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In this section, for two Hausdorff spaces, we give a necessary and sufficient 
condition for one of the spaces to be the remainder of an H-closed extension of 
the other space. Also, we show that there is a large class of spaces which are 
remainders of H-closed extensions. We first recall that if hX is an H-closed extension 
of a Hausdorff space X, then there is a continuous mapping Kh from KX onto hX 
that leaves X pointwise fixed [ 17,1.7]. We shall denote by ah the composition map 
K,, 0 L, where L: ax+ KX is the identity map, and refer to it as the map induced by 
Kh. Also, there exists a perfect, irreducible and &continuous map r#, from PEX 
onto hX [ 19,2.3]. It is proved in [ 18,5.3] that n: = ‘rr,lPEx,Ex is a homeomorphism 
from PEX\EX onto uX\X. These facts will be used in the sequel. 
3.1. Lemma. Let hX be a H-closed extension of a Hausdorflspace X. Let uh : UX + hX 
be the map induced by Kh, and let uz = whl_X\X. Then, CT:: oX\X+ hX is a perfect 
surjection. 
Proof. 
It suffices to show that there is a perfect map from BEX\EX onto hX\X. Let 
rrO: BEX+ wX and nh: BEX + hX be the perfect, irreducible and &continuous 
surjections [ 19, 3.41. Then, a,, 0 ~~ = ??-h. Let A be a closed subset of BEX\ EX. Then, 
B = clPEX(A) is a closed subset of BEX, and B\ EX = A. Now, rh( B) = 
rh[&EX(A)\EX] U 7rh[ClPEX(A) r-~ EX] = ‘?rh(A) U T/,[&,zX(A) n J%]. Since 
7rh( B) is closed in hX and QT,,( B)\X is closed in hX\X, it follows that V: = 
n,,(pEX\EX: BEX\EX + hX\X is a closed mapping. Obviously, V? is a compact 
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surjection. Let f= (~8)‘. Then f: aX\X + pEX\EX is a homeomorphism and 
a: = nz 0J: Thus, uz is a perfect mapping from cX\X onto hX\X, and the result 
follows. 0 
3.2. Corollary. Let X be a Tychonoff space. Then, X is tech-complete if and only if 
wX\X is a F,-set in X. 
We now prove the main theorem of this section, thereby answering Problem B. 
3.3. Theorem. Let X and Y be Hausdorff spaces. Then Y is homeomorphic to hX\X 
for some H-closed extension hX of X if and only if there is a perfect (not necessarily 
continuous) mapping from ax/X onto Y. 
Proof. If Y = hX\X for some H-closed extension hX of X, then, by Lemma 3.1, 
there exists a perfect mapping from uX\X onto Y. 
To prove the converse, let f: uX\X -+ Y be a perfect surjection. Then, for each 
p E Y, r(p) is a compact subset of uX\X, and hence a compact subset of uX. 
Therefore, P = {r(p): p E Y} u {{x}: s E X} is a partition of UX by compact sets. 
Hence, by [17], there exists an H-closed extension eX of X which induces the same 
partition P on ax. In fact, eX is the quotient space KX/ R, where R is the equivalence 
relation on KX induced by the partition P. Let me: pEX+ eX be the perfect, 
irreducible and O-continuous surjection. Then, by a theorem of Vermeer and Wattel 
[21,2.3], the family {z-,(A): A closed in PEX} is a closed basis for a minimal 
Hausdorff topology on eX. Denote eX with this (new coarser) minimal Hausdorff 
topology by Z. Then, r,: PEX + Z is a perfect, irreducible and O-continuous surjec- 
tion. By [13] (see also [17, l&l), (eX), = Z and, hence, Z is an H-closed extension 
of X,. Therefore, by Theorem 2.3, there is a H-closed extension bX of X such that 
bX\X = Z\X,. We show that there is a continuous bijection from Y onto Z\X,. 
Let us: aX\X + Z\X, be the perfect map given by Lemma 3.1. Define g: Z\X, -+ Y 
by g 0 u$ =J Then, obviously, g is one to one and onto. Let B be a basic closed 
subset of Z\X,. Then, B = n,(A) n (Z\X,) = r,(A\EX), where A is some closed 
subset of PEX. Now, rv(A\EX) is a closed subset of uX\X, and, by Lemma 3.1, 
v,(A\EX) = uz vrJA\EX). So, g(B)=g~~~(A\EX)=g~u:~q(A\EX)= 
f 0 vv(A\EX). Since f is perfect, f 0 vC(A\EX) is a closed subset of Y, and, hence, 
g(B) is closed in Y. Since g is one to one, g is a closed mapping. Hence, g’ : Y -+ 
Z\X,( = bX\X) is a continuous bijection. Therefore, by Proposition 2.2, there is a 
H-closed extension hX of X such that Y = hX\X. 0 
3.4. Corollary. Let X and Y be Hausdorflspaces. Then, [w,( Y) G [w,,(X) if and only 
if there exists a perfect mapping from uX\X onto aY\ Y. 
Proof. If R,(Y) E R,(X), then there exists an H-closed extension hX of X such 
that hX\X = uY\ Y. By Lemma 3.1, there exists a perfect mapping from uX\X 
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onto hX\X, and hence onto aY\ Y. Conversely, let f: cX\X + aY\ Y be a perfect 
surjection. Let hY\ Y be in W,( Y) for some hY E W( Y), and let a:: ,+Y\ Y-+ hY\ Y 
be the perfect surjection given by Lemma 3.1. Then 02 of is a perfect mapping from 
uX\X onto hY\Y. Hence, by Theorem 3.3, hY\Y = hX\X for some hX~k!l(X), 
and the result follows. 
3.5. Corollary. Two spaces X and Y are R,,-equivalent if and only if there exist a 
perfect mapping from uX\X onto aY\Y and a perfect mapping from uY\Y onto 
uX\X. Moreover, if X and Y are R,,-equivalent, then loX\XI = laY\ YI. 
3.6. Proposition. Let X be a locally H-closed space such that luX\XI 2 K,,. Then, 
pN E R,(EX). In particular, pN E R,(EX) = R,,(X), and luX\Xj 2 2’, where c is the 
cardinality of the continuum. 
Proof. The space EX is locally compact, extremally disconnected, and /?EX contains 
the infinite closed set pEX\EX. By [8, VII.2.21, there exists a family {U,,: n > 1) of 
clopen subsets of /3EX such that U,, n U,,, = 0 for n # m, and U,, n (pEX\EX) # 0 
for each n = 1,2,3,. . . . Let U,, = PEX\clpEX(lJn2, U,,). Then, U, is a clopen subset 
of EX disjoint from each U,. Let D = U,u Unal U,. Then, D is an open and dense 
subset of PEX such that PD = /SEX. Define a mapping f: D + N by f( U,,) = {n} for 
each n = 1,2,3,. . . , and f( U,) = { 1). Then, f is a continuous surjection. Let 
fe: pEX+pN be the Stone-Tech extension of f: Since, fe(pEX\EX) zN and 
pEX\EX is compact, it follows that PhJ = cl,,(N) E fe(pEX\EX) 2 PN, whence, 
f“(pEX\EX) =j?N. Hence, by a theorem of Magi11 [14,2.1], ~NER,.(EX) c 
R,(EX). The result now follows by Corollary 2.7. 0 
3.7. Corollary. Let X be a locally H-closed Hausdorflspace such that [crX\Xl~ K,,. 
If Z is any separable H-closed space, then Z E W,,(X). 
Proof. The space EZ is a separable and compact Hausdorff space. Let A be a 
countable dense subset of EZ, and let g: fW + A be any bijection. Since bJ is discrete, 
g is continuous. Let g’: /3N+ EZ be the Stone-Tech extension of g. Now, by 
Proposition 3.6, @JER,,(X). Hence, by Theorem 3.3, there is a perfect mapping 
from uX\X onto PkJ. If kz is the usual map from EZ onto Z, then kz 0 gp 0 4 is 
a perfect mapping from uX\X onto Z. Hence, by Theorem 3.3, ZE R,,(X). 
3.8. Note. Let X be a locally H-closed space such that IuX\Xl 2 KO. Let Z be any 
one of the following spaces: 
(a) Z = ukJ, uQ, or aI& 
(b) Z is a perfect image of a separable H-closed space, 
(c) Z is a countable H-closed space, or 
(d) Z is any compact metric space. 
Then, Z E R,,(X). 
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3.9. Theorem. Let E be a locally compact, extremally disconnected space such that E 
contains an inj%ite closed discrete subset. Then, PkJ E lQ,( E). In particular, every 
separable compact Hausdorflspace is a F%,(E). 
Proof. Let A be an infinite, closed, discrete subset of E. By extracting a countably 
infinite subset from A, we may assume that A contains a closed copy N of N. By 
[ll, Ex.6M, 9H], N is C*-embedded in E. Let fo: N+ [0, l] be any map. Since f. 
is continuous, there exists a continuous extension f: E + [0, l] of fo. Let fp be the 
Stone-tech extension of f mapping PE continuously into [0, 11, and let g = 
fPI clpdNj. Then, g is a continuous extension off0 mapping cl&N) into [0, 11. It 
then follows that N is C*-embedded in clSE(N). Hence, by [22, Prop. 1.481, 
PN = cl,& N). Further, since N is closed in E, (E \ N) n clpE( N) = 0. So, PN\ N = 
clPE(N)\N c PE\E. In particular, it follows that IPE\EI = \aE\EI > KO. The result 
now follows from Proposition 3.6. 
3.10. Remark. (a) Let X be a locally H-closed, noncountably H-closed space. 
Then, EX is locally compact, non-countably compact space. By [8, X1.3.21, EX 
contains an infinite, closed, discrete subset. By Theorem 3.9, laX\XI = I~EX\EX~ 2 
2’. Thus, if 2 is any one of the spaces given in Note 3.8, then 2 E R,,(X). 
(b) Let X be a Hausdorff space. If there is a compact Hausdorff space 2 such 
that ZER,,(X), then X is locally H-closed. It is unknown whether the word 
‘compact’ can be replaced with the word ‘H-closed’. 
3.11. Proposition. SupposeXis a locally H-closed Hausdorflspacesuch that luX\XI Z= 
K,,. Then, there is an H-closed extension hX of X such that IhX\Xl = K,,. 
Proof. Since PEX is a regular space containing the infinite subset pEX\EX, by [8, 
VII.2.41, there is a sequence {U,,: n SO} of open subsets of PEX such that 
clpEx( U,,,) n clpEX( U,,) = 0 for each n # m, and (pEX\EX) n clpEx( U,,) # 0 for each 
n 3 1. Let C,, = (pEX\EX) n clpEx( U,,), and let C = (pEX\EX)\U,,, C,,. Then, 
the family P = {C,, : n 2 1) u {C} is a compact partition of /3EX\ EX = oX\X. There- 
fore, by [17], there is a H-closed extension hX of X such that IhX\XI = IPI, and 
the theorem follows. [7 
We close this section with a few remarks, and we omit their straightforward 
proofs. For definitions, we refer the reader to Walker [22]. 
3.12. Remarks. (a) Let X be a Hausdorff space which admits an infinite, locally 
finite collection of Iz nonempty relatively H-closed open subsets. Then, the cellularity 
of aX\X. is at least 92’0. 
(b) If X is a locally H-closed, noncountably H-closed space, then the cellularity 
of uX\X is at least c. 
(c) If X is not countably H-closed, then uX\X is not homogeneous. 
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In this section we shall give examples illustrating the differences between the 
remainders of compactifications and the remainders of H-closed extensions of 
Tychonoff spaces, and show that these remainders differ in a wide variety of ways. 
4.1. Example. Let w, be the first uncountable ordinal, and let Z(w,) denote the set 
of all the isolated points of w,. Then, Z(q) is dense in wl, and IZ(ol)l = 10~) = K,. 
Let % be a uniform ultrafilter on Z(w,). Let “Ir= { Vc wl: Vis open in w,, Z(q) n VE 
3). Then, ?f is a free open ultrafilter on w, (associated with Q). If %’ is any other 
uniform ultrafilter on Z(w,) distinct from U and “cr’ is the free open ultrafilter on 
w, associated with a’, then v# “Ir’. Conversely, suppose that 021 is a free open 
ultrafilter on w,. Let 011, = {U n Z(q): U E %}. Then, %* is an ultrafilter on Z(w,). 
We show that Ou, is a uniform ultrafilter. Assume that there exists a set fi E %*, 
I I 
where ZJ = U n Z(o,), U E 3, such that 1 UI s No. Then, U E [0, a] for some cy < w,, 
and cl,,,,(U) = cl-,( fi) E clw,([O, (r]) = [0, (u], which is a compact subset of wl. From 
this it follows that 021 is fixed, leading to a contradiction. Hence, %* is a uniform 
ultrafilter on Z(w,). Since distinct free open ultrafilters on w1 have distinct traces 
on Z(wi), we have shown that there is a one to one correspondence between the 
collection of all the free open ultrafilters on o, and the collection _u( Z(q)) of all 
uniform ultrafilters on Z(w,). Thus, by [S; Cor. 7.81, ]Z3EX\EX] = IuX\X] = 22N’. 
However, IPW,\W~] = 1. Th us, there does not exist any continuous mapping from 
Pw\wl onto PJ%/J%, whence, R,(w,)#R,(Ew,). We note, however, that 
R,(q) = R,(Ew,), and (by Corollary 2.7) [Wh(mI) = R,,(Z%,). 
The following is an example of two spaces X and Y such that W,(X) = R,( Y), 
but R,,(X) # R,( Y). 
4.2. Example. Let wr denote the first uncountable ordinal of cardinality K,, and 
let w, be the initial ordinal of cardinality (2H~)+, where (Y+ denotes the successor 
cardinal of LY. Then I/3w,\wll = 1 = Ipor\w,I, and hence R,(w,) = lQ,(o,). However, 
as shown in Example 4.1, I~w,\w,J = 22H’, and Icw,\w,I = 22H’. By Cantor’s theorem, 
since 2”~ <K,, it follows that 22K’ ~2~~‘. It follows that there does not exist any 
(perfect) map from uw,\w, onto crw,\w,, and hence, by Corollary 3.5, IRK # 
k(%). 
The following is an example of two locally connected, locally compact separable, 
metrizable spaces X and Y such that W,(X) = R,( Y), but R,(X) #R,.(Y). 
4.3. Example. Let X = [0, ~0) regarded as a subspace of the reals with usual topology. 
A routine verification shows that pX\X is connected. Now, let Y = X, 0 X2, where 
X, and X2 are disjoint copies of X. Then, X and Y are both locally connected, 
locally compact, metrizable spaces with the same density character. Neither X, nor 
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Y has isolated points. Thus, by Corollary 2.8, R,,(X) = W,( Y). Now, the natural 
projection g: X,0X,+ X is a perfect and continuous mapping from Y onto X. 
Hence, R,(X) c I!%,( Y). However, since pX\X is connected and pY\ Y is discon- 
nected, there can be no continuous mapping from pX\X onto pY\ Y. Therefore, 
K(X) f WY). 
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